Spa pleasure simplified all year round

A NEW INNOVATION from COVANA
COVANA EVOLUTION

The solution for those who dream BIG!

Quality is our trademark

Compatible hot tubs
Rectangular: 8’ x 9’ to 8’ x 11’
(2,43 m x 2,74 m to 2,43 m x 3,35 m)
Round: Up to 8’ (2,43 m) in diameter

One simple solution,
many applications

Designed for greater simplicity, the
COVANA EVOLUTION is innovative,
versatile and compatible with multiple
hot tub sizes: no more limits to having
fun! Also, easy installation as it operates
with a 115-volt / 15-amp circuit for North
America and a 230-volt / 10-amp circuit
for Europe.

Economical &
environmentally friendly

The COVANA EVOLUTION has a higher
insulating value than a standard cover.
In addition, it seals the hot tub, keeping
heat in and preventing evaporation for
optimal savings on water, energy and
chemical products.

Made in Canada

FULLY AUTOMATED
Give yourself a break.
The COVANA EVOLUTION
raises and lowers with the
simple turn of a key.

The safest solution

The COVANA EVOLUTION covers the
entire surface of your hot tub and locks
securely to keep children and intruders
out. That’s a responsible way of enjoying
a hot tub.

YOU choose the colour
No more heavy, cumbersome
manual covers. Now use
your hot tub in virtually
any weather conditions.

Since we all have different tastes,
we let you choose the colour of your
COVANA. The EVOLUTION comes in
mocha or slate, allowing you to arrange
your setup as you wish with perfect
matching colours for your environment.

SLATE

MOCHA

Actual product colours may vary from images shown.

www.covana.com
1-877-278-8010

Covana007-EN

Square: 7’ to 8’ (2,14 m to 2,43 m)

This product designed, engineered and
manufactured in Canada offers the assurance of the highest quality. The COVANA
EVOLUTION is made to handle the
harshest weather conditions and when
down in the closed position, can support
up to 600 lb (272 kg).

